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Vote: 21  

  

SENATE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE:  4-0, 6/21/22 

AYES:  Bradford, Kamlager, Skinner, Wiener 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  Ochoa Bogh 

 

SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE:  6-0, 8/11/22 

AYES:  Portantino, Bates, Bradford, Jones, Laird, Wieckowski 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  McGuire 

 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  67-0, 5/26/22 - See last page for vote 

  

SUBJECT: Cannabis crimes:  resentencing 

SOURCE: Last Prisoner Project 

DIGEST: This bill requires the court to recall or redesignate specified cannabis 

convictions, as authorized by Proposition 64, the Control, Regulate and Tax Adult 

Use of Marijuana Act, on or before March 1, 2023. 

ANALYSIS:   

Existing law: 

1) Authorizes a person who is currently serving a sentence for a cannabis 

conviction, who would not have been guilty of the offence had Proposition 64 

been in effect at the time of the offence, to file petition the trial court to recall 

and resentence or dismiss the sentence. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.8, subd. 

(a).) 

2) Authorizes a person who has completed their sentence, who would not have 

been guilty of the offence had Proposition 64 been in effect at the time of the 
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offence, to file an application before the trial court to have the conviction 

dismissed and sealed or redesignated as a misdemeanor or infraction. (Health & 

Saf. Code, § 11361.8, subd. (e).) 

3) Requires, on or before July 1, 2019, the Department of Justice (DOJ) to review 

the records in the state summary criminal history information database and shall 

identify past convictions that are potentially eligible for recall or dismissal of 

sentence, dismissal and sealing, or redesignation pursuant to the Control, 

Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.9, 

subd. (a).) 

4) Requires DOJ to notify the prosecution of all cases in their jurisdiction that are 

eligible for recall or dismissal of sentence, dismissal and sealing, or 

redesignation. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.9, subd. (a).) 

5) Provides that the prosecution shall have until July 1, 2020 to review all cases 

and determine whether to challenge the recall or dismissal of sentence, 

dismissal and sealing, or redesignation. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.9, subd. 

(b).) 

6) Specifies that the prosecution may challenge the resentencing of a person who 

is still serving a sentence pursuant to this section when the person does not meet 

specified criteria. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.9, subd. (c)(2).) 

7) Requires, on or before July 1, 2020, the prosecution to inform the court and the 

public defender’s office in their county when they are challenging a particular 

recall or dismissal of sentence, dismissal and sealing, or redesignation; the 

prosecution shall inform the court when they are not challenging a particular 

recall or dismissal of sentence, dismissal and sealing, or redesignation. (Health 

& Saf. Code, § 11361.9, subd. (c)(3).) 

8) Requires the court to reduce or dismiss the conviction if the prosecution does 

not challenge the recall or dismissal of sentence, dismissal and sealing, or 

redesignation by July 1, 2020. (Health & Saf. Code, § 11361.9, subd. (d).) 

9) Requires the court to notify the DOJ of the recall or dismissal of sentence, 

dismissal and sealing, or redesignation and the DOJ to modify the state 

summary criminal history information database accordingly. (Health & Saf. 

Code, § 11361.9, subd. (e).) 
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This bill: 

1) Provides that if the prosecution did not challenge the recall or dismissal of 

sentence, dismissal and sealing, or redesignation of the conviction on or before 

July 1, 2020, the conviction shall be deemed unchallenged, recalled, dismissed, 

and redesignated, as applicable, and the court shall issue an order recalling or 

dismissing the sentencing, dismissing and sealing, or redesignating the 

conviction in each case no later than March 1, 2023. 

2) Requires the court, on or before March 1, 2023, to update its records and report 

all convictions that have been recalled, dismissed, redesignated, or sealed to the 

DOJ for adjustment of the state summary criminal history information database. 

3) Requires DOJ, on or before July 1, 2023, to ensure that all of the records in the 

state summary criminal history information database that have been recalled, 

dismissed, sealed or redesignated have been updated and ensure that inaccurate 

state summary criminal history is not disseminated. 

4) Provides that for those individuals whose state summary criminal history 

information was disseminated by DOJ as part of a statutorily authorized 

background check in the 30 days prior to an update based on this bill’s 

provisions, DOJ shall provide a subsequent notice to the requesting entity 

provided that the entity is still entitled to receive the state summary criminal 

history information. 

5) Requires DOJ to conduct an awareness campaign about the recall or dismissal 

of sentences, dismissal and sealing, or redesignation authorized pursuant to 

existing law so that individuals that may be impacted by this process are 

informed of the process, to request their criminal history information to verify 

the updates or how to contact the courts, prosecution or public defenders’ 

offices to assist in verifying the updates. 

6) Authorizes DOJ to provide a one-time fee waiver of its applicable fees if an 

individual requests their criminal history information to verify updates to their 

criminal history information made based on the provisions of this bill. 

7) States that a cannabis-related conviction, arrest, or other proceeding that has 

been ordered sealed is deemed never to have occurred and the person may reply 

accordingly to an inquiry about the events. 

8) Requires courts that have previously eliminated court records of cannabis-

related arrests and convictions shall report to DOJ, in a manner prescribed by 
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DOJ, that the relevant records have been destroyed and that the records are 

otherwise reduced, dismissed, or sealed. 

9) Requires, beginning March 1, 2023 and until June 1, 2024, DOJ, in consultation 

with Judicial Council, to submit quarterly joint progress reports to the 

Legislature that include, but are not limited to, all of the following information: 

a) Total number of cases recalled, dismissed, resentenced, sealed, and 

redesignated in each county, and the status of DOJ’s update to the state 

summary criminal history database; 

b) Status of cases challenged by the prosecution, and all relevant statistical 

information regarding the disposition of the challenged cases in each county; 

c) The number of past convictions in the state summary criminal history 

database that are potentially eligible for recall or dismissal of sentence, 

dismissal and sealing, or redesignation; and, 

d) The status of DOJ’s public awareness campaign to provide notification to 

impacted individuals. 

Comments 

According to the author: 

Proposition 64 created a process whereby individuals could petition for the 

reduction, dismissal, and sealing of their prior cannabis convictions for acts 

that now are legal under state law. However, the process was vastly 

underutilized because individuals with prior convictions were not aware it 

existed. In 2018, on the heels of cannabis legalization in the State, California 

passed groundbreaking legislation that provides for automatic sealing of 

cannabis criminal records for old offenses that are no longer illegal. Authored 

by current Attorney General Rob Bonta, AB 1793 was a nation-leading step 

forward in correcting the harms of the war on drugs in that it did not involve a 

petition process, which is a tremendous barrier for individuals in need of 

record relief. 

The implementation of AB 1793 has been inconsistent across the State. While 

some counties were proactive in implementing the bill, others were not, and 

the statute lacks certain deadlines to ensure completion of the process. Though 

the legislation contains a now-passed deadline of July 1, 2020 for county 

district attorneys to provide necessary data to the courts (and object to any 

record sealing they felt would harm public safety), there was no deadline by 
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which local courts needed to process these cases. It is clear in researching this 

issue—as well as in the Judicial Council’s own survey data—that there is 

wide variance in county compliance with the law, resulting in many 

Californians not receiving the relief for which they are eligible (the 

Department of Justice has yet to seal approximately 10,000 eligible cases). 

AB 1706, the Automatic Resentencing, Dismissal, and Sealing of Past 

Cannabis Convictions Act, directs county district attorneys, local courts, and 

the DOJ to complete the work of processing past cannabis convictions deemed 

eligible for automatic sealing. 

AB 1706 establishes a hard deadline by which local courts—who are by now 

supposed to have all relevant information related to these cases—must process 

these cases. Proposition 64 passed in 2016 and AB 1793 was signed into law 

in 2018, with a July 2020 deadline for DAs to comply. The bill will require 

the Judicial Council to monitor the process and produce joint monthly reports 

with the DOJ to the Legislature to ensure compliance with deadlines and data 

transparency. AB 1706 will require the DOJ to conduct a public awareness 

campaign so that individuals impacted by the sealing process become aware 

of updates to their criminal history. Lastly, AB 1706 directs the Attorney 

General to declare records as resentenced, sealed and dismissed in the absence 

of local action.  There is no reason that in 2022, Californians are still waiting 

for the legal relief to which they are already entitled, and it should not matter 

which part of the state they live in as to whether that relief is timely granted. 

FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: Yes Local: No 

According to the Senate Appropriations Committee: 

 DOJ:  DOJ reports one-time costs of $343,000 in Fiscal Year (FY) 20223-23, 

and $2,000 in FY 2023-24 (General Fund) in order to (1) ensure all records in 

the state summary criminal history information database that have been 

recalled, dismissed, sealed, or redesignated pursuant to this bill to have been 

updated; (2) hire consulting services to identify/update records and IT systems, 

and participate and create a public awareness campaign; and (3) to provide 

“Rapsheet” spreadsheets for each county with qualifying event/record 

information. 

 Judicial Branch:  Likely minor and absorbable costs to the trial courts to recall, 

resentence or re-designate remaining eligible marijuana convictions and update 

trial court records (Special Fund – Trial Court Trust Fund, General Fund).  The 

Budget Act of 2019 provided $13.9 million in FY 2019–20 and $2.929 million 
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in FY 2020–21 for workload related to processing and clearing marijuana 

convictions. 

SUPPORT: (Verified 8/11/22) 

Last Prisoner Project (source) 

Attorney General Rob Bonta 

Amazon 

Big Sur Farmers Association 

Black Leadership Kitchen Cabinet of Silicon Valley 

California Cannabis Industry Association 

California NORML 

California Public Defenders Association 

Californians for Safety and Justice 

Cannabis Equity Policy Council 

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 

Essie Justice Group 

Friends Committee on Legislation of California 

Humboldt County Growers Alliance 

Initiate Justice 

Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office 

Mendocino Cannabis Alliance 

Nevada County Cannabis Alliance 

Origins Council 

Prosecutors Alliance California 

Root and Rebound 

San Francisco Public Defender’s Office 

San Jose University Human Rights Initiative 

Smart Justice California 

The Parent Company 

Trinity County Agricultural Alliance 

United Cannabis Business Association 

United Core Alliance 

Weedmaps 

OPPOSITION: (Verified 8/11/22) 

None received 
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ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  67-0, 5/26/22 

AYES:  Aguiar-Curry, Arambula, Bauer-Kahan, Bennett, Bloom, Mia Bonta, 

Bryan, Calderon, Carrillo, Cervantes, Chen, Choi, Cooley, Cunningham, Daly, 

Davies, Flora, Mike Fong, Fong, Friedman, Gabriel, Gallagher, Cristina Garcia, 

Eduardo Garcia, Gipson, Gray, Grayson, Haney, Holden, Irwin, Jones-Sawyer, 

Kalra, Lackey, Lee, Levine, Low, Maienschein, Mathis, Mayes, McCarty, 

Medina, Mullin, Muratsuchi, Nazarian, Nguyen, Petrie-Norris, Quirk, Quirk-

Silva, Ramos, Reyes, Luz Rivas, Robert Rivas, Blanca Rubio, Santiago, Seyarto, 

Smith, Stone, Ting, Valladares, Voepel, Waldron, Ward, Akilah Weber, Wicks, 

Wilson, Wood, Rendon 

NO VOTE RECORDED:  Berman, Bigelow, Boerner Horvath, Cooper, Megan 

Dahle, Kiley, O'Donnell, Patterson, Rodriguez, Salas, Villapudua 

 

Prepared by: Stella Choe / PUB. S. /  

8/15/22 12:58:13 

****  END  **** 
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